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A little history first ...
� Guglielmo Marconi heard

signals from Poldhu, England in
St. John's Newfoundland on 12
December 1901.

� The signals were heard at
12:30pm, 1.10pm and 2.20pm
local time (1600z, 1640z and
1750z).

� The frequency was reported
as being 810-870 kHz (1903) and
166 kHz (1930s).
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A little history first ...
“At 12:30 PM, while I was
listening on the telephone
receiver there came to my
ear, very weakly, but with
such clarity that there could
be no possible doubt, a
rhythmic succession of the
three dots corresponding to
the letter "S" of the Morse
code..."

Guglielmo Marconi



A little history first ...

� He used a 500ft wire held
aloft by a kite ...

� ... and a “Navy” coherer –
not a selective receiver.

� The signal heard was the
letter “S” - rather “click-click-
click”.



A little history first ...

� The Poldhu spark
transmitter
reportedly ran
15kW.



A little history first ...
� The antenna in

use was a
temporary
arrangement as
the planned
antenna had
been destroyed
in a gale in
September 1901.



A little history first ...



The temporary replacement ....



The case for the defence ...
� Both Marconi and Kemp

heard the signals and made
a note to that effect in their
diary.

� Marconi was a “hero” and
must therefore be telling the
truth.

� February 1902 - Marconi
returned to England on the
SS Philadelphia, using a
tuned ship-borne antenna,
he received signals using
his filings coherer from the
same sender up to
distances of 1,120 km by
day and 2,500 km by night.



The case for the prosecution ...

“As far as I am concerned Marconi heard
absolutely nothing.
“He deceived himself and the world into
thinking he heard something.”
Dr John S. (Jack) Belrose VE2CV



The case for the prosecution ...
� Marconi needed the

experiment to work
for financial
reasons.

� No independent
third party
witnessed the
reception.

� The frequency/time
were all wrong ... or
were they?



Lets look a little closer ...



The science - 1600hrs 12 December



The science - 1640hrs 12 December



The science - 1750hrs 12 December







The theory

“I determined, in 1998 or so, that the sunspot
number in December 1901 was exactly zero”

Bart Lee, KV6LEE
“The D-layer daylight absorption was then much

less than nowadays because the amount of
atmospheric nitric oxide was less too.”

Carl Luetzelschwab, K9LA
There were no magnetic storms at the time, or

for 10 days before



The theory

“Davey” Davey-Thomas, G3AGA, of Poldhu
ARC thinks Marconi actually heard the signals
on three-times the quoted frequency, at
around 2.5MHz.

If the Poldhu antenna was resonant at 860kHz it
would also have exhibited a low impedance at
three times this – 2.5MHz.



The Marconi Centre at Poldhu
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The Marconi Centre at Poldhu

The 2001 re-enactment – a success, or was it?



The Marconi Centre at Poldhu



The Marconi Centre at Poldhu



The GB3SSS beacon on 1960kHz
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The GB3SSS beacon on 1960kHz
Antenna used: Marconi ‘T’ at 50-feet with
eight 65-foot radials, which the National
Trust would not allow to be buried.
Matching unit: a simple LC circuit feeding
the 200 foot length of coax
SWR: 1:1.3 which varied between 1:1.1 to
1:1.4 depending on how much rain there
was.



Poldhu ARC’s
Keith Matthew
G0WYS and
Dave Wall
2E0GSD at the
base of 160m
Marconi T



The GB3SSS beacon on 1960kHz
• One-minute transmission on the hour and
at each subsequent fifteen minutes with call
sign in CW followed by a series of bursts of
carrier each decreasing by 6dB – from 100W
to 25W, 6W, 1.5W, 0.4W, and 0.1W.
• PSK31 at 100w with the message:
“GB3SSS IO7ØIA Poldhu, Cornwall
GB3SSS IO7ØIA Poldhu, Cornwall QSL
gb3sss@yahoo.co.uk.”



As received at G0KYA, Norwich



Worldwide reports

� By mid-December 2006 reception reports had
been received from:

� UK
� Italy,
� Belgium,
� Germany
� Sweden
� and New Zealand



Transatlantic reports
� Jeff Briggs K1ZM, author of the “Dxing on the

Edge – the Thrill of 160 Metres”, Prince
Edward Island, Canada (VY2ZM ).

� Using a 2 x 2 vertical element Top Band array
with about 8dBd of gain towards 55 degrees,
Jeff heard the beacon at 10:31, 16:15, 16:59,
17:45z on 3 November. Listen:

� It was the same story the next day. Signal
levels varied from ESP levels to 599+.



As received at VY2ZM,
Prince Edward island

Other Medium Wave stations:
• Norway, Sweden, UK, Spain,
Canary Islands and Switzerland
- with their carriers heard as
early as 1630z
• COPIABLE audio from
programming content as low as
855kHz (Radio Nacional de
Espana) by 1750z.



As received at VY2ZM,
Prince Edward island

Jeff Briggs (VY2ZM):
GB3SSS signal at
1750z repeatedly at
about -87 to -91dBm
strength (VOACAP
predicts -187dBm)
Signal was audible
22.5 hours a day.



Transatlantic reports
� Joe Craig VO1NA of the Marconi Radio Club

of Newfoundland also received the signal in
daylight.

� MRCN receiving station - a one-wave
Beverage aerial feeding a stable DDS
receiver with the AGC disabled and the line
output connected to the sound card of a
computer running the GB3RAL software.



As received at VO1NA, Newfoundland



The research work of Carl, K9LA



The research work of Carl, K9LA
“Absorption is
proportional to the
product of the
electron density
times the electron-
neutral collision
frequency”
“Proplab predicts a
signal level of -
93dBm at PEI.”
“That's darn close
to K1ZM's
observed -87dBm”



The mystery deepens …

� The Navy Coherer



The work of Lane S. Upton …
� “My personal opinion is that it would have

been almost impossible for Marconi to have
successfully used this type detector in his
transatlantic transmission.”



The conclusion …
� Signals in the region of Top Band (1960 kHz)

could have been propagated across the
Atlantic at the times given.
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The conclusion …
� Signals in the region of Top Band (1900 kHz)

could have been propagated across the
Atlantic at the times given.

� But what frequency was Marconi actually
transmitting/listening on?

� What about the coherer – just how good was
it?

� Is our ionospheric model wrong?
� Will we ever really know?



Download a copy of the QST
feature at:

www.qsl.net/g0kya
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